
Unit Overview

Foundation Stage taken from the A scheme, years 1 to 4 taken from the B scheme.

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Foundation Stage Me Nativity Songs Everyone! Our World Big Bear Funk Reflect, Rewind,
replay

Year 1 Introducing Beat
How can we
make friends
when we sing
together?

Medium Term Plan

Adding Rhythm &
Pitch

How does music
tell stories about

the past?
Medium Term Plan

Introducing Tempo
& Dynamics

How does music
make the world a
better place?

Medium Term Plan

Combination Pulse,
Rhythm and Pitch
How does music

help us to
understand our
neighbours?

Having fun with
improvisation

What songs can we
sing to help us

through the day?

Explore sound and
create a story

How does music
connect us with the

environment?

Year 2 Exploring simple
patterns

How does music
help us to make

friends?

Focus on
Dynamics &

Tempo
How does music
teach us about

the past?
Christmas

performance

Exploring feelings
through music
How does music
make the world a
better place?

Inventing a Musical
Story

How does music
teach us about our
neighbourhood?

Music that makes
you dance

How does music
shape our way of

life?

Exploring
Improvisation

How does music
connect us with the

environment?

Year 3 Developing
Notation Skills

How does music
bring us closer
together?

Enjoying
Improvisation

What stories does
music tell us about

the past?

Composing using
your Imagination
How does music
make the world a
better place?

Sharing Musical
Experiences

How does music
help us get to know
our community?

Learning more
about Musical

Styles
How does music
shape our way of

life?

Recognising different
sounds

How does music
connect us with the

environment?
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Year 4 Samba
Medium Term Plan

Christmas concert at Alameda (Autumn
2)

Developing Pulse &
Groove through
improvisation

How does music
improve our world?

Creating simple
melodies together
How does music

teach us about our
community?

Connecting notes
and feelings

How does music
shape our way of

life?

Purpose, Identify and
Expression in Music
How does music

connect us with the
environment?

Summer
Performance
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